The processing of cognitive interference is a self-regulatory capacity that is impaired in persons with internalizing disorders. This investigation was to assess sex differences in the neural correlates of cognitive interference in individuals with and without an illness history of an internalizing disorder. We compared functional magnetic resonance imaging blood-oxygenation-level-dependent responses in both males (n ¼63) and females (n ¼80) with and without this illness history during performance of the Simon task. Females deactivated superior frontal gyrus, inferior parietal lobe, and posterior cingulate cortex to a greater extent than males. Females with a prior history of internalizing disorder also deactivated these regions more compared to males with that history, and they additionally demonstrated greater activation of right inferior frontal gyrus. These group differences were represented in a significant sex-by-illness interaction in these regions. These deactivated regions compose a task-negative or default mode network, whereas the inferior frontal gyrus usually activates when performing an attention-demanding task and is a key component of a task-positive network. Our findings suggest that a prior history of internalizing disorders disproportionately influences functioning of the default mode network and is associated with an accompanying activation of the task-positive network in females during the resolution of cognitive interference.
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Introduction
Internalizing disorders, including depression and anxiety, are characterized by a tendency to turn negative emotions inward when experiencing distress, as opposed to turning them outward, which is observed in externalizing disorders. The fact that females are at greater risk for internalizing disorders than males is well established (Eaton et al., 2012) . Internalizing disorders, such as depression and anxiety, are highly comorbid and derive from common mechanisms, such as neuroticism (Hettema et al., 2006) . Moreover, a large body of work examines the phenotypic presentation of internalized distress across development (ZahnWaxler et al., 2000) . Continuity between depression and anxiety, particularly among adolescent girls, has been observed (Costello et al., 2003) ; yet limited work examines sex differences in the neural underpinnings of internalizing illness.
We used a self-regulatory control task to examine whether sexrelated differences may emerge among males and females who have a history of an internalizing disorder. Deficits in the self-regulatory control that is required to resolve cognitive interference have been 
